
Week 5
There's something oddly compelling about the whirlwind of work that follows the
end game of every FRC Build Season. Looking back and seeing our work through
the past 5 weeks as we run bot-first into the Bag-and-Tag event is a one-of-a-kind
experience. In our penultimate week, we tie up loose ends and prepare for our
finished robots!
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Subgroup News
The Mechanical Corner
Our Mechanical subgroup have been
working incredibly hard for this past
week to finish perfecting both robots.
They have connected the intake



mechanism with the elevator last
Saturday. However, they dealt with some
weight distribution problems and are
fixing those issues with some tweaks.
Simultaneously, other Mechanical
members are working on achieving step
two towards the end of the match.

The CAD Cove
Our CAD team has been working on
finishing the virtual design of the
robot. They redesigned the the chain
on the elevator design and essentially
finished the elevator design.
Additionally, they finished the bumper
CAD and printed sensor mounts.

Some members of the CAD team worked with our Public Relation department to
work with the pit design during competition season.

The Electrical Crew
Electrical have been continuing their hard
work this week. They have finalized the e-
board for the competition robot and are
working on mounting the e-board on the
robot. Additionally, they cut a space for
housing the batter on the robot. Our
Electrical members have worked extremely hard these past few weeks and
completed the e-boards for both the prototype and competition robot!

The Programming
Party
Over the past week, Programming has
successfully completed everything
needed to be done before they get
their hands on the complete robot.

Currently, the photoelectric sensor macros are fully functionally. Additionally, the
camera mount was acquired and the camera tracking macros are being tested.
They are also working on the Programming book for presentation at our pits
during competition. They are finishing website development for the scouting
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The Strategy Hub
As we are nearing the end of build
season, Strategy has been working on
finalizing the drive team for competition
season. They have simulated the
competition field with modeled rockets,
platform, and cargo intake. The prospective drive team have been practicing
putting the cargo and hatchets in their designated locations on the field. With this
testing, they hope to select the drive team with optimal performance during
competition season!

Fundraising
Financial
Financial has been incredible productive this past week! They finished billing all
the materials used for building both the robots. Since our old sponsor video is
outdated, Financial started to work on the script for the new video. Additionally,
they have been discussing ideas for future fundraisers. Some prospective
fundraisers include Blaze’s Pizza and Chipotle. We hope to host a spirit day at
these restaurants in which TALON 540 gets some of the profit of the day.


